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DOPPLER LINE SHAPE OF ATOMIC FWORESCENCE EXCITED 

* BY MOLECULAR PHOTODISSOCIATION 

Richard N. Zare and Dudley R. Herschbach 
Department of Chemistry and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

University of California~ Berkeley, California 

Abstract 

A semiolasaical treatment of the photodiaaociation of 

a diatomic molecule is developed, It is shown that the 

angular distribution of products will often be peaked parallel 

or perpendicular to the direction of the incident light beam. 

The form or the anisotropy is usually determined just by the 

orientation of the electronic transition dipole moment 

within the molecule and the polarization of the exciting light. 

From the angular distribution, the Doppler line shape of 

fluorescence emitted by an excited fragment atom is derived 

by averaging the geometrical factors over the translational 
. ' 

velocity distribution of the parent molecules and the distri-

butions in magnitude and angle or the ~ecoil velocity of the 

excited atoms. A comparison is made with dissociative electron 

1m~ct p~oaeases which show similar features. · The photo

dissociation or Nai is treated in detail, and the factors 

intluenoing the fluorescence width are evaluated for possible 

optical maser systems in which the aupply of excited atoms is 

generated by molecular dissociation. 

'* Received by the IRE, August, 1962. Support of this research 
by the Atomic Energy Commission and the Alfred P. Sloan 
Foundation is gratefully acknowledged, 
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In optical masers having a gas as the active medium 

the pumping mechanisms tried thus far have utilized trans

itions between atomic energy levels. 1- 3 Many molecular 

dissociative processes which produce excited atoms are known, 

however. 4 As pointed out by Singer and Gorog, 5- 7 tnese 

processes offer attractive possibilities for maser systems, 

since the pumping is irreversible, may be relatively broad

band, and can continuously generate an almost completely 

inverted population or excited atoms. The conditions 

required to obtain coherent amplification or oscillation by 

stimulated emission of the atomic fluorescence line may be 

determined from the fundamental analysis of Schawlow and 

Townea. 1 The only way in which the mechanics or the molecular 

dissociation enters is via ita influence on the Doppler line 

shape of the atomic fluorescence. The width or the emission 

is a critical parameter, however, since a larger width raises 

the threshold population required for maser oscillation and 

adds greatly to the difficulty or selecting a single mode •. 

We shall treat the dissociation Qf a diatomic gas by a 

beam of light by means of a simple aemiolassioal model. The 

main features derived from this will be seen to apply also to 

other dissociative processes and to polyatomic molecules, 
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although these will be considered only briefly here. The 

principal results are the distribution of velocity veotora 

ot an atom A* produced by 

. * * AB + hvp -+- (AB) ~ A + B 

and the Doppler line shape of the atomio fluoreaoenoe, 

(1) 

(2) 

In Section 1 we evaluate th& "torm factors" ,in the angular 

d1atr1but1on ot atom~, I(9), and the Doppler line ahape D(vp), 

which depend only on the o:r1entat1on ot the transition dipole 

moment within the molecule and the polar1zat1oncot the pumping 

l.:t.ght. In Seot1on ~~. t.heae factors are averaged over the 

thermal diotributiona. ot tranela.t1onal1 rotational, and 

. vibrational enersY ot the parent moleaules, and the d1str1~ 

button of t.requeno1ea ot th~ pumping 11ghtt The. oaloulat1on 

e>t the form tac:ttora 1e entirely seornetr1cal1 whereas the 

averasee over the energy d1atr1but1ona require _knowledge or 
th& potential curvea of both the around and exa1ted eleotron1o 

state~ ot the AB moleoillEh Xn Seot1on III we review exper1 .. 

mente conoerned with the ani~otropy ot the torm taotors, and 

dieouoa brietl;y aome poso~ble app11oat1ona to optical maaera. 
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.I. GEOMETRICAL FACTORS IN PHOTODISSOCIATION 

According to the Franck-Condon principle, 8 the position 

and momenta of the atomic nuclei remain conatant'during the 

electronic Jump which accompanies the absorption of a photon. 

Ordinarily, if the excited electronic state subsequently 

dissooiatea, it does ao in a time short compared with a 

rotational period of the molecule, and the distribution of 

trajectories of the fragment atoms reflects the initial 

orientation of the molecule. The photo~isaooiating molecules 

are not 1aotrop1oally distributed with respect to the exciting 

light beam, ainoe the absorption probability is greatest when 

tne·transition dipole moment ~if is aligned with the electric 

vector e ot the light. . Thus the angular distribution of the -
atoms should show a corresponding anisotropy. 

The calculation ot the form factors which characterize 

this anisotropy amounts to averaging the angular dependence 

of the transition probability, proportional to ~~if • ~1 2 , 
over all rotational orientations of the molecule. Several 

distinct oases appear. These are specified (s.ee Table, IV and Fig. 

1·) by the polarization of the exciting lightJ by the orien

tation ot ~if' which is either parallel or perpendicular to the 

molecular axiel and by the direction of departure of the 

product .atom, which is regarded as undergoing either axial 

recoil along the initial direction ot the molecular axis, or 
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transverse recoil perpendicular to it. In Section II the 

general result will be synthesized from these two limiting 

cases tor.'the recoil direction. 

The orientation of the transition dipole moment, 

1s readily 1dent1£1ed from the symmetry properties of the 

initial and final molecular atatea. 9 As seen in Tables I 

and Il, the allowed10 l: ...,.z, n ....,. n, and A -+A transitions are 

parallel, and .t '+II and II -+A are perpendicular. The tables 

also 1nolude rules tor electron impact recently derived by. 

DunnJ 11 bere the designation "parallel" or "perpendicular" 

retera to the orientation ot the molecular axis with respect 

to a symmetry axis ot the collision. For electron capture 

this symmetry axis liea along the incident electron beam. 

Por diaaociativ$ excitation or ionization processes, a aym

metcy axis 1e leas obvious., but can still be defined, as Dunn 

has shown. In many oases Dunn's rules predict an1aotrop1es 

in the diatribut_ion of products which are qualitatively . 

similar to those tor photod!aaoaiation, and we shall make 

some oompariaone in Section III. 

The average over rotational orientations is conveniently 

formulated in terms of the Eulerian angles +,8,t which relate 

a rotating., "molecule-fixed" set of coordinate axes, xyz, to 

a nonrotating "space~fixed" system with axes parallel to 

apec1f'ied laboratory directions, XYZ. For both aystema the 

ox-igin ia the oenter~of•·maaa of atoms A and B. The angles 

'J 
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e ~ ~ are ordinar•y polar coordinates which locate the z-axis 

relative to the z-axis and XY plane, and tis an'azlmuthal 

angle about the z-axis. Since all orientations of the 

molecule are equally likely; 

is the (unnormalized) probability of an orientation with 

Eulerian angles in the range e, <I> ,1ft to e + d8, t + d • ~ t + dt. 

When the electric vector is aligned along one of the space 

fixed axes F = X,Y,Z1 and the transition dipole moment li~s 

(3) 

' along one of the molecule-fixed axes g = x,y,z, the absorption 

probability is proportional to 

(4) 

··.since 

IJ.F • .tg ~Fg IJ.g ' 

(Por simplicity. w.e have dropped the subscripts from '!:it* ) 

Here thEI angle dependent factors ~Fg are the direction cosines 

which describe the orthogonal tfanaror.mation12 between the 

XYZ and xyz systems (see Table III). The probability that 

disaooiation oaours tor orientations 1n the range specified 

by (3) is thus give-q. by . 

J~Fg('<t>,eJv)l 2 sine de d<l> dt~ , 

except tor an angle. independent normalization factor. 

(5) 

We shall choose the z-axis of the molecule-fixed system 

along the direction or departure of atom AI so that the polar 
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coordinates which describe the angular distribution become 

identical to the Eulerian angles 8 and '· For either axial 

or transverse recoil of A, we may obtain the intensity which 

enters the range e,t to 8 + d8, + + d• by simply averaging 

(5) over t. By definition, this intensity is 

I(e,•) sin a dB dt , 

where I(e . .,t) is the differential cross section per unit solid 

angle. Therefore we find 

l !2'11' 
IFg(e.,+) • '2'i (<t>pg(+.,B,1/I)I 2 dt 

0 

(6) 

These tunotiona are given in Table III. 

As the transformation between the XYZ and xyz systems 

ts orthogonal, the results for other oases of interest, in 

which J.L or e have equal components along two ·axes, are obtained 
..... -

by merely summing terms or the appropriate form in (4), (5), 
and (s). To bring out the symmetry of the angular distri

butions., we chose the z-axis along e 1n the case or plane 
' -

polarized light, and along the direction ·ot the beam tor un

polarized l~ghtJ thus we use the tunotions Izg or Ixg + Iyg' 

respectively, which are independent of ~. For axial recoil, 

J..l.x • J..l.y • 01 ~z ~ ~ tor II transitions, 

lLx = ~Y t' OJ J.l.z • 0 for 1 transitions, 

since the molecular axis coincides with the z-axis. For trana-

verse recoil, the molecular axis is taken along either the x 

or y axis and the J.l.g components a~e permuted accordingly. 

~· 
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For example, in the oaae of unpolarized light, the angular 

d1atr1but1ona for the two types or electronic transitions 

are given by (except for normalization) 

and 

for axial recoil. The re~ults for transverse recoil are 

obtained by z -+- x (or y), ~ + y (or z)., y + z (or x). In 

Table tv-formulas for the various oases are collected. TheBe 

distributions have the form characteristic ot a dipole inter-
- 13 

action~ 1 + aP2(a), and satisfy the expected sum rules• 

(7) 

(a) 

The angular distributions peak at right angles to the inci

dent beam in those cases in which the direction of recoil 

coincides with the transition dipole moment (axial, p~rallelJ 

or tranaverse, perpendicular)J otherwise, the d1etributiona 

peak forward and backward along the beam. 

From Tables III and IV we may readily derive the oorre· 

spond1ng form raotora for the shape ot the fluoreaoenoe line 

emitted by excited A* atoms. At the low gas pressures of 

interest in maser experiments, the line shape is mainly deter

mined by the Doppler effeot 1 and other contributions will be 
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neglected. Since the relative displacement in frequency or 

wavelength is 

(9) 

(where c denotes the speed of light)~ the Doppler line shape 

is proportional to the probability distribution of the com

ponent along the direction of observation of the velocity 

vector of a~om A. The laboratory velocity is the resultant, 

(10) 

of the velocity of the center .of mass of AB and the recoil 

velocity which carries A away from the center of mass. It is 

convenient, however, to derive first the geometrical to~ 

factors for £AB = 0 and !A fixed in magnitude, and then con" 

atruot from these the general result as shown in Section II, 

These form factors 'for "recoil only" will be denoted by 

~(vp,v). They give the distributions of components vF of the 

recoil velocity along the apace-fixed axes when YA has the 

:fixed magnitude v. The aimplest method ot· evaluating the ~ 

.fUnctions permutes theaxes.ao that the new set, X'Y'Z' has the 

z•~axis alo~ the direction of observation. The corresponding 

expressions for the angular distributions I(9',•') are obtained 

as before from (6) and Table III. From the probability distri• 

bution tor d1reot1ona of !A' 

and the relation Vp = v oos e•, we then obtain 
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(ll) 

The integration (which eliminates all reference to the primed 

coordinate system) yields 

With 
v J ~tp(vp .. v)dvr = 1, 

0 

(12) 

where R0 is the form factor for an isotropic distribution of 

recoil vectors, 

and 

R0 • 1/v .. for v ~v., ~ -v 

= o, elsewhere 

(13) 

(14) 

For observation along the z-axie, the asymmetry parameter az 

1s the same as in Table IV, whereas for observation along the 

X or Y axes, 

1 ax • ay * - i az • .(15) 

Thus, the average in (11) aupreases part of the effect ot the 

ani~:~ot:ropy in the angular distributions in the Rx. and Ry 

functions (whioh are identical) but not in the ·Rz tunot1on. 

In Table v, the form raotore are sorted into tour olaaaee, A 
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to D, characterized by decreasing an~aotropy, and these are 

compared in Fig. 1. It is easily shown that th~ ~F functions 

satisfy sum rules analogous to (7) and (a), with unity replaced 

by R
0

, and 

(16) 

Also, it the direction of OQaervation doea not coincide with 

one ot the axes, but lies along a line L with polar angle~ 

a,41, the corresponding torm :t'aator 1a given by 

where the arguments ot the Rp tunot1ons are Vx ~ vLa1ne cos~, 

eta. 

' 
II. AVERAGES OVER ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS 

As indicated in (10) 1 we must compound the form faotora 

given 1n Table V with the distribution ot center of mass 

velooity.veotors and the distribution 1n magnitude ot the 

recoil velocity. We shall denote by 

the probability that atom A baa a velocity component 

1n the laboratory-fixed coordinate system within the range VF 

to Vp + dVF. (For s1mpl1o1ty, the subscripts in (10) are 

henceforth omitted,) !be Doppler line shape ot the atomic 

fluorescence is obtained from Dp(VF) by replacing VF with 
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o(v-~of~0 ). Sinoe the distributions to be combined are 

independent, we have 

or 

. . oo VF+v 

Dp(Vp) == J J R:F(VF-CF,v )T(Cp)P(v )dCFdv 
0 VF-v 

co v 
= f J Rp(vp,v)T(VF-vF)P(v)dvFdv 

0 -v 

T(Cp) is the translational velocity distribution, 

where 

is the moat probable thermal velocity ot an AB molecule. 

(18a) 

(18b) 

(19) 

(20) 

P(v) is the recoil velocity distribution and is the only 

taotor :whioh depends on the detailed rneohan1oa of photodissoo1-

at1on.' In (18a)~ the line shape is constructed by regarding 

each point of the "recoil only" curve to be broadened by the 

translational d1atr1but1on, whereas (l8b) 1a the converse or 

this. The 11m1ts of integration are imposed by (13). 

'l'he average over the translational velocity distribution 

1a conveniently formulated in terms of the error integral and 

ita derivat1ve, 14 

. X 

H(x) = (2/~?r) J 
0 

2 
H' (x) = (2/,;/1r)e·x , 
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and the dimensionless variables~ 

t = V~a J 1} = v/a • 

Thus (18) 1ields 

Where 

GO 

Dp(VF) • J F( ~~ T))[P(aTt)/11 ]dT} 
o. 

UCRL-10411 

j 

(21) 

F(t,ll) • [l+!(aJfTJ2 )(3~2 -l}2+i)][H(~+T))-H(e ... Tl)] (22) 

+ f(ap'TJ2 )[(~ ... Tl)H'(~+ ll) .. (~+ TJ)H'(~ ... T))] 

Aa T) ranges from small to large values, the F(~,T)) funotion 

varies between T(e) and Rp(~,Tl)• For 11 ~ 1, the line shape 

remains practically Gaussian, and therefo~e is not signifi• 

cantl~ atteoted by photodissooiation. The half-width at halt

intensity is closely approxima.ted by the usual tormUla, 15 

Av = _(vc/o)[(2kT/m)In 2]112, (23) 

but with m the mass of the parent molecule rather than the 

atom. · For il > 2, the line shape is primarily determined by 

the ·":reao11 only" form taotor. This i.e illustrated in Fig. 2, 

Which comparee the F(~,T)) tunotions corresponding to·the two 

moat an1sot:rop1o oases ot Table v. 
The P(Y) distribution which governs the final average in 

(21) 1a determined by the shape of the potential curves for 

the ground and exoited electronic atates ot the AB molecule, 

the thermal distributions or initial rotational and vibrational 
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energy, and the spectral distribution ot the pumping light. 

ln diaousaing these factors, we shall use the Nai molecule 

as an example. 

According to an app~oximate torm ot the Franak-Condon 

pr1nciple,16 the probability that an electronic Jump to a 

repulsive potential curve V(r) takes place with the inter

nuclear distance between r
0 

and r
0 

+dr0 is proportional to 
. 2 

Ipvptnl1n(r0 )f dr0 , (24) 

Where tn 18 the wavetunction tor the nth vibrational level 

ot the ground electronio etate .. ot AB, with energy, En above 

the lowest level and relative population tnJ and tbe pumping 

11ght haa 1ntens1tr .~ at the frequency vp tor which 

V(r0 ) • hvp + ~· (25) 

Fig. ! shows the ~epulsive potential curve tor the state or 

Na% which dissociates to form an excited Na( 2P) atom: as 

derived from these relations and fluorescence intensity 

meaeurements. 17 A portion ot the potential curve tor the 

ground electronic state is also shown; 1noluding:the vibrational 

levels and their relative populations. The threshold energy 

v(oo) • 5.22 t 0.09 ev is the awn or the NaT ~1aaoc1at1on 

energy (n
0 

= 3.12 ev) :recommended by Brewer18 and the Na( 2P) 

excitation energy. 

* The final relative k1net1o energy of the A and B atoms 

is 

(26) 
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where ~ is the reduced mass, 

and L is the initial rotational angular momentum or the excited 

* (AB) molecule, which ia practically the same (except at low 

values of L) as the rotational momentum J of the ground state 

AB molecule. However, to obtain the appropriate statistical 

weight factors, rL' we divide the relative populations or the 

rotational levels, rJ, by (2.1 + 1)1 since.the orientat1onal 

degeneracy has already been accounted tor in our calculation 

* or the form factors. The recoil velocity (v • vA)·ot the.A 

atom is given by 

(27) 

'1'0 evaluate the d1&:$tr1but1on tunot1on P(v), we have prepared 

a computer program which, tor any specified potential functions, 

evaluate$ (27) tor siven values ot r 0 , n, and J, and compounds 

the weighting taotors ot (24,) with tL. Detailed calculations 

employing thie program are described elsewhere. 19 For the 

present purpose, a atmple approximation is sufficient. This 

~onaiders only the population factors fn and fL and the most 

primitive form ot the Franok•Condon :Pr1no1pl.e, which assumes 

that electronic Jumps occur only trom the midpoint when n • o, 
and only from the turning points ot the classical vibration 

when n > o. F.ig, 4 gives the P(v) tunotiona derived in thifl 

way for var1ourJ vibrational etatea. or NaiJ the eubacripts 
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"L" and "H" tor n > 0 distinguish the "low" and "high" jumps 

from the turning points. 

We have considered axial and transverse recoil separately, 

in order to postpone the. problem .·or treating the actual 
. . * distribution· ot recoil dil:'eot1ons ~ ·. 'l'he trajectory of the A 

atom emitted 1n a photod1aaoc1at1on will approach an asymp

totic line which makes an angle with the initial direction 

ot the molecular axis. Ax1al·reooil (x = 0°) is approached 

when 

and tranaverse.reoo11 (x • 90") in tha opposite limit. The 

angle ot reoo11 is. obtained by,reversing the trajectory cal

C\llation tor a.two~body oollia1on,12,a.nd this gives 

x(r0,L) • (L2i21>)f [~(,..0)-v(r) +rtf -t - -tJ- ~ ~ (28) 
r ~~o r ~ r 

0 . 

The computer prosram19 alao eva.l~ates (28) and the traJectories. 

Fig. 5 ahowa two seta ot typical traj~ctoriea, one. corresponding 

to the r 0 at the midpoint ot'the n = 0 vibration, the other 

to the r
0 

tor the "low" side of n = 4. Aa the latter trans• 

ition ia·nearly at th~ threshold (see Fig~ 3), the recoil 

angles become qu,ite large. HQwever, the etatistical weight 
' ' 

factor tL favors low rotational energy and thus low values of 

X1 ae ia illustrated by the distributions given in Fig. 6. 

'l'o derive the angular diatr1bution corresponding to a given 

value of X1 we return to (5) and introduce a new system ot axea, 
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denoted by Sr • XrYrZr (with r tor "recoil"), with the zr 

axis parallel to the asymptote to the trajectory of A. The 

old "moleaule-tixed" system, which we now denote by 8m • 
Xn.YmZm• has zm along the molecular axis. Thus X is the polar 

angle relating the two syatemaJ the sr·axea can be oriented 

so that the other two Eulerian angles vanish. The angles with 

respect to th~ "spaae-t1xed" system, F • XYZ, are e • er' 
• = ~r • ~m~ and t·· 1r.= tm• The direction ooaine elements 

~Fgm(~,em,f) wh1oh·appear in (•-a) are tranaror.med 1nto com

binations or the tFgr(~,B,t) elements by an axis rotation, and 

thus 

•rxm • •Fxr 
tFl'm • cos ·X tFyr + sin X tFzr 

•Fzm = • sin x •m + cos X'fpzr 

The calculation or the angular distribution now proceeds as 

betore,: and 11mP11 "mixes" the previous results tor axial 

· and transverse reoo1l.t 

(29a) 

This may also be written as 

(29b) 

where a is the.asymmetry parameter tor the axial case given 

~ Table IV. Analogous results obtain tor the Rp form taotore 

of Table v. 
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The average over the X distribution can be readily 

incorporated in (2l)J in erreat, we have X • x(v), sinae (27) 

and (28) are determined by the same parameters and receive the 

same statistical weights. When x • Xo, with 

Xo • arccos (l/.J3) • 54 ° 44 •, 

the angular.d1stribution and the Rp factors correspond to 

1aotrop~c . ~eoo11, as seen from (7). For X < Xo• the form 

tactor tor ~al.recoil gives the do~ant contribution in (29), 

In the average the·etat1.ut1cal taotora usually strongly favor 

small values ot X• as illustrated in Fig. 6, and since cos2x 
remains near unity 1n this region, ·the result is often prac

tically equivalent to ti-.e case ot purely axial recoil. 

In Pis. T'the oom.b1ned ettect of th~ various averages 1a 

illustrated tor the moat anisotropic torm faotorl case A·or 

Table v. The three uppermost curves refer to an n • 3L 

transition, and show Rp averaged over v (dot-dashed curve), 

over v and x (dashed curve), and over v,x, and the translational 

velocity distribution (solid curve). It 1s seen that even 

tor th1e near threshold tranaition; which hau a relatively 

b;road distribution in x (see Pig •. 6), the line shape 1a quite 

close to that tor purely axial reoo11. The two lower curves 

refer to excitation by a reotangulat' band ot pumping light 

with energy well above the threshold. Both curves have been 

averaged over v,x, and translationJ 1n one (dashed) the pumpin$ 

band is narrow and excites only the n • 0 transition, in the 

other (solid) it is 500 1 wide and excites transitions from all 

the vibrational levels. 
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III. DISCUSSION 

, __ 

There have been many experimental studies of atomic 

fluorescence excited by molecular photodisaooiation, and a 

bibliography is given elsewhere. 19 In several oases, the 

presence of large DOppler broadening due to recoil has been 

establ1shed. 4•19 However, an early study of the Nai photo

dissociation by Mitchell appears to be the only attempt that 

has been made to observe a possible anisotropy in the angular 

distribution or produots. 20 Mitchell viewed the fluorescent 

light through a sodium vapor filter, which transmitted only 

that part or the light tor which the Doppler shift exceeded 

the absorption width of the filter. As he round no observ

able difference in the intensity or this filtered light emitted 

parallel and perpendicular to the incident beam, Mitchell 

concluded that the angular distribution of products was iao

trop1c.15•20 

This result is disappointing, but it is not incompatible 

with the treatment outlined here. The fluorescent Na( 2P) 

atoms could be formed by exciting either a E ~t or a E ~n 
· · . e ·.- . · 1. 

transition of Nai. ·Acco~ding to Table v, since the exciting 

light was unpolarized the experiment involved a comparison 

of oases B and c, it the transition is E ~E, or oases C and 

D, if l: ~n. It is only necessary to consider the form 

taotors of Fig. 1. as the recoil broadening· is much larger 

than the thermal broadening (average ~ > 5). Near the center 

ot the fluorescence line, where sodium filter 1e most effective, 

.. 
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the ratio of the form factors is 2 tor ~C and 0.7 for C/D, 

for axial recoil (the corresponding ratios are 0.7 and 1.2 

for transverse recoil). Under the conditions or Mitchell's 

experiment, the filter removed up to 50';C of the tluorescenQe 

intensity. Thus, the intensity observed parallel and perpen

dicular to the incident beam would be expected to change 

noticeably, by up to -25" tor a .t -+.t transition and up to · 

. +15- tor E ~n. ·However, it both these transitions were 

excited the anisotropy would be almost entirely suppressed, 

as an approximate sum rule analogous to (8) would apply.. This 

explanation appears likely, since the bandwidth or the pumping 

light uaed by Mitchell was very broad, 0.3-0.5 ev, and there 

1s some evidence19 to suggest that the potential curves for 

the excited l: and II states differ by lese than 0.3 ev over 

moat or the relevant range of r 0 • 

Recently, the anisotropy or the photod1ssoo1ation prob

ability has been confirmed and explained 1n an elegant exper-

iment on the H~ molecular ion by Dehmelt and Jetferts. 21 This 

is not concerned with angular distributions or tluorescenoe but 

with the total photodiseooiation rates tor the various spec· 

trosoopic states. The orientation dependence of these rates 

provides a means to accumulate molecules selectively in 

particular magnetic substates and to monitor the population 

changes induced by absorption or radiofrequenoy radiation. 

Dehmelt and Jefferts have derived in detail the photod1asooiat1on 

rates for the case of a parallel transition produced by polarized 
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light., and their analysis may readily be extended to the 

other cases considered in Table IV. The classical expressions 

tor the rates are derived by averaging (5) over the molecular 

precessions characteristic of eaoh spectroscopic state, and 

quantum mechanical results may be obtained by replacing the 

~Fg factors ot Table III with the well-known expressions tor 

direction cosine matrix elementa. 22 

Comparisons with molecular dissociation by electron 

impact are of particular interest, as maser pumping by 

electrons may sometimes be preferable to pumping by photons, 

The dissociative ionization of H2 molecules by an electron 

beam has been tound23 to give an anisotropic distribution of 

protons, approximately ot the form 1 + 2P2(e), but there seems 

to be no experimental information about angular distributions 

for other systems. A theoretical calculation of the product 

distributions and fluorescence line ehape would proceed Juet 

as tor photodissociation, it the form factors of Tables IV and 

V were replaced by functions appropriate to electron impact. 

However, even in the Born approxim~t1on limit, the evaluation 

of the transition probability P( i; 9 1t) which replaces I~ • ! 12 

1n .(5) is a formidable numerical problem. Dunn's qualitative 

characterization of the anisotropies ot p(;,e,t) refers to two 

configurations in which the momentum transt'er vector K is - . 11 aligned either parallel or perpendicular to the molecular axis. 

According to the symmetry analysis summarized 1n Tables I and 

II, 1n moat transitions P(.,9,f) vanishes for one or another 

of these configurations, and then the dissociation products 
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will peak parallel or perpendicular to K (only axial recoil 
. ... 

is considered). In the case ot dissociative electron capture 

or attachment. K is identical to the propogation vector k ot 
~ -

the electron beam. . For dissociative excitation or ionization, 

K will have a range of orientations relative to'k (and . - . 

described by an angle x), and the taotors involved in esti• 

mating this are also discussed by Dunn. 

The peaking of the P(.,6,t) functions with respect to K -
may be expected to resemble qualitatively the peaking with 

respect to the electric vector which appears 1n photodissoci

ation. Thus it is usetul to note the connections given in 

Table V.I, which obtain when K is parallel (x • o•) or perpen-- . 
dicular (x = 90°) to k. These connectioru1 become quantitative 

. ... 
relations at sufficiently high energies~ where the transition 

probability can be expanded with .~ • K 12 as the leading term. 11 
,... .... 

Again there appear two classes of electronic transitions, now 

classified as A:/1 = 0 (.t .~ .t, n ""+- n, . 4 _,..A) and AA 1- o (.t ~ n, 
.t ~A; n +A). 

From Table VI we see that the oase ot dissociative electron 

oapture(for which t = 0° alway~ is essentially equivalent to 

photodiasociation with polarized light, except that some 

additional tranaitione become allowed. For d1seociat1ve elec..

tron excitation or ionization, we may expect to obtain a 

practical approximation to the general result by taking 

(30) 
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and analogous expressions for the fluorescence form taotora. 

(These mixing formulae are readily justified when the 1~-t • KJ 2 

term dominates the transition probability. ) Here I
0 

(.8). denote!!. 

the result wh1oh applies tor electron capture or polarized · 

photodiesooiation, as given in the upper part of Table VI. In 

(30) this if:~ reached 1n the lilnit of large momentum transfer 

(where k :: K and hence x :: o•), which obtains near the exo1-... ... 
tation or ionization threshold~ We denote by I

8
(6) the result 

tor small momentum transfer (where k >> K) and the conservation ... ... 
laws require x = so•), which obtains at high energy. This 

11tn1t resembles closely photodiseooiat1on byunpolar1zed light, 

and. ia given in the lower part ot Table Vl• According to 

(30) and Pis.· 1, 1n d1ssoo1ative excitation the anisotropy in 

the tor.m tactors tor a siven transition will be a maximum at 

threshold, but will be first suppreeeed and then reversed in 

aenee if the bombarding electron energy is increased auttioiently. 

ln oontraat, tor 41eeociat1ve capture the form raotore should 

remain practically indep~ndent or the energy. The dissoci-

ation of polyatomi<; moleoules by photons or eleotrons should 

also show anisotropiea~ since in many oases, the excitation 

probability will depend on the relative orientation or the 

incident beam and a molecular ax1s. 9111 

In discussing the feasibility or optical masers utilizing 

excited atoms generated by molecular photodissoaiation, Singer 

and Qoros5• 7 have emphasized the, ·itnportanoe or minimizing the 

tluorescenae line width. As illustrated in our oaloulatione, 

the width is quite sensitive to molecular properties, and in 
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particular to the shape ot the potential curves. The width 

must therefore be investigated experimentally in each case. 

However, some general aspects or the problem are indicated by 

these calculations and the available data. 19 

'l"he Doppler broadening arising from the thermal center ... 

ot-mass motion is somewhat lees than that of an atom at the 

same temperature, as noted in (23). It can be almost eliminated 

by viewing the t'luoreeoenoe at right angles to a molecular 

beam. 6•7 In practice; however, it appears that the do~nant 
contribution to the Doppler width will usually come trom the 

reooil velocity. An obvious way to minimize this ia to use 

·pumping light with energy only slightly above the threshold 

for producing tluoreaoence, eo that V(r0 )-v(~) in (26) is small. 

This approach usually involves a very substantial sacrifice 

1n intensity as it discards molecules in the lowest vibrational 

states, wh1oh almost always lie under a strongly eloping 

portion ot V(r), as in Fig. 3. Also, even at the threshold, 

the ther,mal distribution ot rotational energy still appears in 

the ~eoo11 velooity. Another means or limiting the reooil 

velooity is to select a molecule tor whioh the mass raotor in 

(27), 

is small. 

with t'h1e. 

Unfortunately, other requirements often oontliot 

Finally, it the angular distribution is markedly 
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anisotropic, there is some advantage in observing the tluor

esoenoe at right angles to the preferred direction ot reooil • 

. Por a "case A" dissociation, the effective Doppler width is 

that ot Just one ot the lobes. For the example ot Pig.. 7,. we 

find Av a 3,6, and ·z.s, tor n • O, 3L(aol1d)1 and 3L(daehed), 

respeot1vely. 24 From (23), the thermal center-it-masa motion 

alone would give Av • ~.5, whereas tor a.Na atom at the same 

temperature Av e11 6. :s. Thus, iri thi~ 'example:. it t\lrrus out that . _. 

pumping at then • o transition would· yield a tluoresoenoe line 
• : ' • ' I' I \ 

halt ae ·wide (as well as 'tour times more interute) as· the line 

given by pumping at the n ell 3x, transition. 'l'he advantage wh1oh 

the n e11 3L transition sa1n8 ~Y being nearer to the threshold 
. . 

is overbalanced by the contributions from thermal motion and 

transverse reo oil, which· blur 'together the two lobes ot the 

tluoreeoenoe line •. ' The "reo oil splitting" and consequent. 

narrowing ot the tluorel~enoe line predicted tor Case A would 

be destroy$d 1t t ~E and ~ ~n transitions ~e superimposed 

ae seema likely for Nal. i;rhe t::.v tor the n • 0 trane1t1on in 

F1s. 7 beoome1 10 tor a Caae B dissoo1at1on, and 15 tor iao• 

tropia recoil. 

& 

. I 

' .• 

.. 
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Table I. Behavior ot the transition probability between 
paira or electronic statea of homonuclear 
diatomic molecules. Behavior tor parallel 
transitions 1s .indicated to the right of the 
vertical line, tor perpendicular transitions 
to the lett. The transition probability tor 
electric dipole transitions induced by photons 

,t+ 
s 

.x+ 
8 :s:f:s 

z,• 
8 

~ 
r.; 

•• 
llu 

~ 

Au 

· 1e nonvanishing only where a P appears 1 the 
transition probability tor "aligned" oolli• 
aions (see text) With electrons is nonvan
ishing where either a P or an E appears. 

.t• 
e: ( ~ Jfg lYu As Au 

olo ofr olo ofo rio Elo ofo 

BIB olo olr oJo rio Elo ofo 

EIB o)o rio ofo oJo Elo 

EIE rio ofo olo Elo 

EIE · · ofr olo pfo 

EIE rio ofo 

EIE ofr 

E(E 
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Table II. Behavior ot the transition 
probability between pairs ot 
eleotron1o states ot heteronuolear 
diatomic molecules. Notation 1a 
the eame as in Table I. 

%+ .t• 1l A 

,t+ . EIP ofo rio Efo 

£ ... EfP rio Elo 

EIP Plo 

• Efr 
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Table III, Transformation ooetfioiente in terma 

or Eulerian angles. 

Direction D1reot1on or Eleotr1a Field ot Transition 
Dipole F•X y z 

Direction oosine raotors, ¢'Pg 

g=x c•ct-s•coct s•ct+C•cast S6S1 

7 ... ctst•StC6ct -s+st+C+cecy S9Cf 

I s•se -c•se C9 

Here aine ia abbreviated by s~ oosine by c. 
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'l.'able IV. Difterent~al cross section I(e) 
in center-ot~mass system. 

Electronic· 
T;rans1t1on Axial Recoil Transverse Recoil 

For polarized light with electric field along 
z-axia 

II 

l 1 ... p 
2 

. Fo:r unpola:rized 11S}lt incident along z-axit:s · 

II . 1 - p2 1 + fP~ . 

1 l + F2 l -fP2 

211'. .., . J J I(8) ·sin 9 <18 dt • 411' 
0 0 
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Table v. Por.m factors ~ tor recoil broadening 

ot atomic fluorescence line. 

Electronic Light Observation Axial Transverse 
Trana;sition Beam Direction Recoil Recoil 

Case A 

II 1' z 1+2P2F l-P2F 

Oase B 

1 p z 
1.1 u z i .... p2F 

1 . 
l + 2'p2F 

J I p X or Y 

Case c 

1 u. z 
II u X or Y 1 

l + 2'P2F 
1 

l• i'p2F 

1 p X or Y 

Case D 

1 u X or Y 1 
l .. iP2F 

1 1 + i'2r 

Here p denotes polarized light with the electric vector 

along the z-axis and u unpolarized light 1no1dent along 

the Z-axie. These formulas are to be multiplied by the 

isotropic taotorR
0 

as 1n equation (12). 
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Table VI. Comparison ot diasooiative electron 

impact with photod1esoo1at1on. 

Eleotron1o 
Tranaition 

Angular 
Distribution 

Fluroeacence 
z X or Y 

MOmentum transfer along beam (x=0°) 

M.. 0 A A B 

AA s' 0 B B c 

M:>.mentwn transfer transverse to beam (tt=9o•) 

AA• 0 l3 B c 
AA~ 0 c c D 

Here A to » designate torm taatore which are 

expected to resemble qualitatively those 

siven for axial reooil in Table V and Fig. 1. 

The electron beam 1s incident along the z-
ax1e. 
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.Captions for Figures 

Fig, 1--Form taotors, 1 + aP2, tor axial recoil (solid curves) 

and tranaverae recoil (dashed curves), for the various 

cases defined in Table V. · Cases A, B, 0 apply a lao to 

the differential cross sections or Table IV. 

Pig. 2--Line shape functions F(~1 ~) versus ~ for various values 

ot a, the asymmetry parameter of Table v, and ~~ the 

ratio ot the recoil velocity and the most probable 

translational velocity. 

Fig. 3-Potential ourves for the Nai molecule (after Hansen17 ). 

Pig. 4r-D1atribution of recoil velocity or Na atoms produced 

by photodiseociation of Nai molecules in various 

vibrational levels. The eloping curves which extend 

to higher velocities arise from the rotational con

tribution 1n equation (26). 

lis. S~aJeotories of Na atoms produced by photodisaociation 

ot Nai molecules in various vibrational states, n, 

and rotational states# J. The distance between the 

recoiling Na:!,and l atoms exceeds 100 1 within leas 

than 10•13 aeoonds, tor n • o, and leas than 5 x lo-11 

seconds, tor n = 4~ • 

. Pig.. 6--i>istributions of recoil angles. These correspond to 

the velocity distributions of Fig. 4. 

Fis. 7--DOpple:a:- line shapes calculated for fluoreaoenae ot Na 

atome produced in a Case A transition of Nai (see Table 

v). The area under the n • 3L curves should be r~duced by 

one-third when comp~iaons with the other curves are made. 

A velocity of l05cm/aec corresponds to a Doppler shift 

of 0.020 A. 
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